Robotic Herd

Rhodairy

Ben & Lise Rhody
Elmwood, ON

Facility Type: Free stall single Lely
Astronaut milking system
Herd Size: 55 milking cows
Years on DHI: 20
BCA: 259 253 252
Current Production: 10,899 398 342
Breeds: Holstein
DHI Services Used: Milk Recording,
Milk Preg Test, Ketoscreen & Mastitis4

Give us some background on your dairy
operation.
A barn fire at our older tie-stall facility
prompted the need to rebuild. The
decision to go robotic was the best choice
for us. A lot of decisions had to be made
quickly in order to get cows milking in the
new facility so we kind of hit the ground
running and haven't looked back.
Then vs Now: What has changed about
your management style or philosophy?
Previously, we focused on being as
economical as possible. We didn't spend
on the 'extras' and our facility didn't really
allow our herd to reach its' full potential.
Now, our management style has
completely changed and we are all about
taking advantage of all the information we
can get to make the best decisions.
Having this information has made it
possible to get much higher production
from our herd and so far the return on
investment has been worth it.
What are some of your herd management
goals?
Overall, we'd like to improve our herd
longevity, increase milk value and
continue to work on breeding higher type
females.
In terms of herd management, what tools
or strategies have been most effective?
It's important to balance all the
information available to you from
components and DHI reports, to robot
information, and to herd health health and
nutritionist. Pulling all the pieces together
provides a big picture to make decisions
upon.

What DHI services do you use on your
farm?
DHI reports allow us to look back at all
records so we have historical data to make
decisions upon. DHI benchmark reports
are important for us to be able to compare
ourselves to similar herds across the
country.
We use the robot sensors for SCC alerts
and then follow up with Mastitis4 test. We
are also auto-enrolled for dry-off checks
with Milk Preg Test.
What were some challenges you faced
during the transition?
Due to circumstances, we were essentially
combining three herds into one and didn't
have a lot of background information on
the animals. We used milk testing,
Mastitis4 and Milk Preg Test to help us
solve some problems.
What has been your biggest success so
far?
It took about two months to get up to
quota and our production has been great
ever since. Our heifers have really excelled
in this set up and we are really happy to
see them thrive in this environment.
Looking towards the future, what plans do
you have?
Production is important, but we also really
like working with good cows. We'd like to
work on this and hopefully each
generation will progressively improve. A
year from now we'll likely have a better
picture of our herd and would like to use
this data to set our goals for the future.

